INVESTED IN YOUR
SUCCESS

Governance, Risk and Compliance
Ensuring that your organisation is effectively governed and that risk and
compliance is optimised to meet your strategic outcomes.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, COMPLIANCE
OUR SERVICES

Ensuring that your organisation is effectively
governed and that risk and compliance is
optimised to meet your strategic outcomes.
We provide a range of services which can be drawn down individually, or combined to provide a
holistic one-stop-shop solution for our clients. Our deep experience and understanding of how all of
these elements combine to deliver sustainable outcomes is what truly differentiates GSA
Management Consulting from its competitors.
GOVERNANCE
The set of responsibilities and practices, policies and procedures which provide strategic
direction, ensure objectives are achieved, manage risks and use resources responsibly
and with accountability.
At GSA, we work with you to design, implement and review governance arrangements to
strengthen the robust nature and agility of decision making to deliver upon the organisation
strategic objectives.

RISK MANAGEMENT
GSA work with you to support the design and implementation of risk management
processes. We focus on designing risk management processes that achieve the optimal
balance between risk and control – managing risk to an acceptable level, not simply adding
additional unnecessary levels of controls.
Our experience across a wide range of organisations and sectors allows us to bring
contemporary thinking to each client and offer insights that we can best tailor to each
individual client’s circumstances. Our risk management services cut through confusing,
process heavy risk management systems and focus in on core consideration of: likelihood
and consequence.

COMPLIANCE
At GSA, we understand the need to comply with legislation, regulation and internal policy.
We also understand that navigating these requirements can be complicated and at times
confusing. We have operated within complex compliance systems and have experienced
the two-speed nature of the fast, evolving operational environment and slow-moving
legislation, regulation and policy.
We are adept at getting to the heart of published requirements and designing a compliance
approach that is appropriately efficient and risk managed.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, COMPLIANCE
OUR SERVICES

ASSURANCE
The GSA team offer a range of services to provide our clients with Assurance. All
services are tailored to your individual needs and can be broad or narrow, high level or
extremely detailed depending upon the specific requirements.
We draw on a range of skills and expertise to ensure that the assurance activity is
appropriately complemented with deep subject matter experience and provide value
adding insights.

SAFETY MANAGEMENT DESIGN
GSA understand that one workplace injury or fatality is one too many, no matter the
circumstances. We also understand that our clients have operational and commercial
pressures that drive a need for optimal safety management without imposing ‘over
compliant’ process and procedures that unnecessarily impact the bottom line.
We work with you to strike the right balance between safety and efficiency giving you
confidence that the safety risks within your unique operating environment are managed,
and that you are operating as efficiently as possible within the legislative and regulatory
constraints.
It’s our belief that safety management and operational optimisation are mutually inclusive
and best managed in harmony. In a mature and integrated system, positive outcomes in
one, benefit the other. We take pride in creating a cooperative environment between
safety and operations that leads to optimally safe, productive and profitable organisations.

AIRWORTHINESS
We have a solid foundation in Continuing Airworthiness Management built on years of
experience in
• Part 145 Maintenance Management
• Part M Continuing Airworthiness
• Interaction with Part 21 Design Organisations
• Part 66 Training Transformation.
• We complement our Responsible Manager (RM) and Continuing Airworthiness
Manager (CAM) expertise with significant regulatory change experience, specifically
relating to the Australian Defence Force transition to the Defence Aviation Safety
Regulations.
GSA bring a deep understanding of the symbiotic nature of airworthiness assurance and
operational priorities to deliver a safe and pragmatic approach to civil and military
airworthiness. We have been in the shoes of the RM/CAM dealing with highly complex
and challenging airworthiness issues with multiple competing priorities.
We are passionate about supporting our clients to return to safe and efficient aviation
operations during a crisis, and partnering to continuously improve airworthiness and
operational outcomes over time.

GOVERNANCE, RISK, COMPLIANCE
OUR CLIENTS AND EXPERIENCE

CLIENTS

Designed governance
arrangements for a State
Government Emergency
Services organisation

Completed Independent
Project Reviews identifying
risks and opportunities and
managed implementation of
remedial actions

Designed and implemented
an integrated approach to
organisational risk
management and assurance
within an upstream energy
company

Designed and implemented
a Governance Framework
for a complex $60M multisystem Defence Product
Schedule

Designed and implemented
a Health, Safety,
Environmental and Quality
System for an Oil and Gas
Operator

Our team members have
experience delivering
service delivery
improvement across a
range of clients and sectors.

OUR HANDS ON EXPERIENCE
OUR TEAM MEMBERS

Neil Greenfield

Managing Director

+61 468 534 026

neil.greenfield@gsamc.com.au

Neil is a co-founder and Managing Director of GSA Management Consulting. Neil’s experience spans
the public and private sectors, both in Australia and internationally with extensive experience working
with senior executives to advise on how best to enable the organisation. Neil has held senior roles in
industry designing and implementing governance, risk, compliance and assurance frameworks as well
as providing advice in this space as a management consultant. Neil’s experience both as a practitioner
in industry, and an advisor means that he understands what it takes to embed such frameworks, and
this is central to his pragmatic approach.

Heath Smith

Managing Director

+61 403 659 993

heath.smith@gsamc.com.au

Heath is a co-founder and Managing Director of GSA Management Consulting. Heath has personally
held significant safety and governance accountabilities for complex military aviation operations and has
been formally recognised for exceptional performance in handling safety critical airworthiness risks. This
experience allows Heath to support his clients by reviewing, designing and implementing appropriately
balanced governance, risk, compliance and assurance systems which meet all appropriate legislation
and standards while enabling optmised organisational performance.

Emily Petie

Senior Manager

+61 447 740 000 emily.petie@gsamc.com.au

Emily is a Senior Manager of GSA Management Consulting. Emily has been responsible for the design,
implementation and ongoing management of numerous governance, risk and compliance systems
across a variety of sectors including aviation, financial services, infrastructure and various government
agencies. Emily brings strong business strategy, workshop facilitation, project management and
analytical problem-solving skills to ensure current documentation, procedures and practices are
compliant, utilise best practice and are aligned to the organisational needs, current legislation,
regulations and applicable standards.

Ready to partner with a team
dedicated to delivering sustainable
results?
CONTACT US TODAY

PROUDLY SUPPORTING

